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Aragonite Collection
Pinaki Studios launches luxury fashion accessories
Fresh from developing specialist textiles for HBO’s Game of Thrones and the BBC’s The
Musketeers, creative textile studio Pinaki Studios is launching Pinaki Editions, a range of luxury
fashion accessories for men and women.
Featuring a beautiful crystalline latticework print in rich graphite greys, the Aragonite collection
includes scarves and ties, hats, shoes and bags.
Aragonite is a mineral that most commonly appears in shells. This print has been made using a
series of accomplished techniques, including distressing, manipulation and digital printing, to
replicate aragonite’s intricate crystal structure. The resulting print creates a wonderful trompe
l’oeil illusion of pleats. Pieces in the collection take on a three-dimensional depth that enhances
the natural drape and fold of the fabric. Applied to silk scarves and ties, hats by Karen Henriksen,
Winker resort shoes and a tote bag, the Aragonite range offers a smart, versatile collection of
timeless staples for your wardrobe.
Notes for Editors
About Pinaki Studios
Pinaki Studios is a London-based creative textiles studio that has gained an international reputation for its
innovative work developing textile techniques. Launched in 2005 by textile artist Arantza Vilas, Pinaki
Studios has created specialist textiles for film, television and theatre including Game of Thrones (season 4,
HBO), The Musketeers (BBC) and The Phantom of the Opera. Fashion and retail commissions include an
exclusive collection of pleated leather for Italian leather house Foglizzo and a large-scale installation for
shoe boutique B Store’s Savile Row shop.
Pinaki Studios is currently working with Chocolatl, a premium chocolate house in Amsterdam, on a project
that explores the textile possibilities of chocolate. The studio’s work has been published by leading trend
agencies, including WGSN, Style Sight and LSN Global.
Pinaki Editions is the natural offshoot of Pinaki Studios’ textile research and development. Featuring digitally
manipulated copies of intricately worked textiles, Pinaki Editions offers an accessible range of fashion
accessories and contemporary design pieces for the home.
For further information on prices and high-resolution images please contact:
info@pinakistudios.com
or visit
http://www.pinakieditions.com
http://www.pinakistudios.com

